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Abstract – Ammonium hydroxide power plant is a power

generation concept in this the water of the higher level is
heated, by the help of a solar water heater and then
transferred to the boiler or heat exchanger as shown in the
figure(1). The working fluid used in this type of power plant
should have low boiling point, mild poisonous and less
flammable than ammonia. So that ammonium hydroxide is
used as the working fluid in this system. In this system the
cycle is a used is Rankin cycle similarly which are used in the
present conventional steam power plant. In this system or
power plant a boiler, pump, primary and secondary condenser,
turbine is a used. It is a founded as that after numerically
analysis of the system the overall efficiency of this system is
relevantly better than the otec system. In this numerical
analysis the Rankin cycle efficiency was found to be 47.75%
while the Carnot cycle efficiency was 75%.

plant i.e. ammonium which is less toxic and flammable as
compare to Ammonia. Due to dilute form of ammonia the
boiling temperature also increase 37⁰C. So that in an
ammonium hydroxide power plant a solar heater is used as a
heat source and cause a thermodynamics cycle of a heat
engine occur a closed Rankin cycle. Ammonium hydroxide
power plant consist a condenser filled with cold water.

Key Words: Cooling cycle, Heating cycle, Primary heat
exchanger, Secondary heat exchanger.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ammonium hydroxide power plants are a renewable source
of energy and not emit any carbon to the environment. It is
derived from (OTEC) ocean thermal energy conversion
power plant. The power cycle of ammonium hydroxide
power plant turn into heat engine. In this power cycle
ammonium hydroxide is used as a working fluid which has
very low boiling point of (37⁰c). The idea used in the cycle is
very simple. solar water heater’s water is used as a heating
source which is enough to boil the working fluid ammonium
hydroxide, on the other hand cold water relatively lower
than the boiling point of ammonium hydroxide is enough to
condense the working fluid(steam) and help’s to ammonium
hydroxide gases to turn into liquid state. In this method the
working fluid will operate in a closed cycle. The steam come
from the low –pressure boiling system is enough to power a
low-pressure turbine which produces work. The low
temperature water (15⁰c) is enough to condense the steam.
In this system efficiency power of the cycle is examined.
Ammonium hydroxide power plant uses ammonium
hydroxide, a dilute solution of Ammonia with water the
percentage of ammonia is 26%. The ammonium power plant
works in closed cycle as similar OTEC system which uses
ammonia as a working fluid ,But due to toxicity of ammonia,
the dilute ammonia is used in ammonium hydroxide Power
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Fig-1: Ammonium hydroxide power plant

1.1 Primary Heat Exchanger
It consist a solar water heater which absorbs radiation
emitted from the sum and increases the temperature of
water, this high temperature water then transferred to the
primary heat exchanger to give the latent heat of water to
the working fluid ammonium hydroxide.

1.2 Secondary Condenser
It consist cold water relatively lower than the
boiling temperature of ammonium hydroxide. In
secondary heat exchanger the working fluid gives it’s
latent heat to the water ,this action increase the
temperature of water which further cooled by the help
of some arrangements as shown in the figure. The
water is sprinkled on the surface of the narrow tubes to
decrease the temperature of water and further
transferred to the reservoir. The schematic diagram of
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the cycle is shown in figure. This system is enough to
condenser the working fluid. The data from the
working model of ammonium hydroxide power plant is
taken and the efficiency is examined.

TURBINE WORK (Wt)
Wt = (h3-h4)
= (1615-1588.1588)
Wt=26.48 KJ/KG
PUMP WORK= (Wp)
Wp =
=v(p2-p1)
=0.0018(276.6-227)

Fig- 2: Schematic diagram of A.H. power plant

Wp=0.9 KJ/KG

2. CALCULATION
For analysis there were some equation are needed of
Ammonium hydroxide power plant. Steam table of
ammonium hydroxide is needed or will be used to find out
value of the system at different point. The analyzed numerical
value are showed in detail below in the table 1 and 2 below.
The figure shown below represent the T-S diagram of the
cycle. By the help of which, the whole calculation is to be
done.

For pump work referenced
p1=Pressure at the condenser.
p2=Pressure at the boiler.

above:

Qh= (h3-h2)
Qh= (1615-1560.6786)
Qh= 54.3214 KJ/KG
QL= (h4-h1)
QL= (1588.1588-1515.4472)
QL= 72.7116 KJ/KG
Net work done will be= (Wnet)
Wnet= (Wt-Wp)
Wnet= (26.84-0.9)

Chart-1: Temperature vs. Entropy Diagram

Rankin cycle efficiency=Rankin efficiency (£r)

Table -1:Value of enthalpy for ammonium hydroxide from
source table at different temperature.
Value of enthalpy

S.NO.
1

£r=26.84-0.9
54.3214

H1= 1515.4472 KJ/KG
H2= 1560.6786 KJ/KG

2

H3= 1615.00

3

£r=0.4775
Rankin efficiency(£r)=47.75%

KJ/KG

Carnot cycle efficiency=Efficiency of Carnot cycle (£c)

H4= 1588.1588 KJ/KG

4

£r= Wt-Wp
Qh

£c= Th-Tc
Th
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primary heat exchanger and transfer its latent heat
to the working fluid ammonium hydroxide.
2) Cycle-2: This is the main cycle of ammonium
hydroxide power plant which works on the
principle of Rankine cycle for power production.
3) Cycle-3: In this cycle the hot working fluid ejected
from the turbine is cooled in the third cycle by the
help of following arrangement.

£c= 60-15
60
£c= 0.75
Carnot efficiency=75%

RESULT
In ammonium hydroxide power the values (pressure and
temperature) obtained during the operation is numerically
analyzed and the result obtained is shown below, in this
analysis the Rankine cycle efficiency, Carnot cycle efficiency,
net work done, pump work and turbine work of the cycle has
analyzed.
On the basis of present analysis, following
results are as follows:
1) Rankine efficiency is found to be=
47.75%
2) Carnot efficiency is found to be=75%
3) The net work done obtained is =25.94.
4) Obtained pump work is= 0.9 kj/kg
5) Obtained turbine work is =26.14KJ/KG

25.94 KJ/KG

Wpump

0.9 KJ/KG

Wturbine

26.14 KJ/KG

£thermal

47.75%

Zcarnot
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